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Why AO Raiffeisenbank?
Part of European banking group

Raiffeisenbank AO is the Russian subsidiary of Raiffeisen
Bank International AG

Stable and reliable partner

Raiffeisenbank AO (Fitch “BBB-”; Moody’s “Ba2”) – one of
the highest credit ratings in the Russian banking system;
ranked 14th among the Russian banks in terms of assets in
2016

Single point of access to MOEX

Access to all main MOEX markets via Raiffeisenbank:
Equities, Bonds, Derivatives (FORTS), FX

Advanced technology,
Low latency

The Bank offers flexible options of technological, operational
set-up and connectivity suitable for the most demanding
clients such as HFT

All services under one roof

Dealer, brokerage, custody and banking licenses contribute to
the bank’s rich liquidity and variety of services

FX settlement

Option to settle Clients’ trades in USD and EUR

Dedicated Sales Team

Instant support in onboarding and day-to-day trading by the
Bank’s Sales team
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Brokerage Services: Wide opportunities in Russia
HFT, DMA and Care order flow execution on
all main MOEX markets:
 Equities
 Bonds (Govt and Corp Bonds)

HFT & DMA
on MOEX
Bonds

 Derivatives (FORTS)

on MOEX

 FX market
 Low latency access to Main MOEX Trading modes
(equities, bonds, futures, FX)

Equities
on MOEX
FX

 Electronic access to MOEX negotiated deals modes

on MOEX

 Flexibility in order accepting technology:
FIX, Bloomberg, Quik, Fidessa, Voice orders
 Settlements in different currencies (RUB, USD, EUR, etc.)
 Settlements through Euroclear accounts
 High efficiency in Care orders execution: large client

Derivatives
on MOEX
(FORTS)
Dedicated
Sales Team

base and dedicated Sales Team of 4 people
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Trading technology solutions – low latency access
High Frequency Trading

Our infrastructure allows for low latency access to the Moscow
Exchange enabling clients to implement HFT strategies

Point of presence in London

We offer cross-connection to our servers in the London
datacentres: InterXion and LD4

Co-location
Our Clients can co-locate their equipment
in our server racks at the Moscow
Exchange or in our racks in London

Sponsored Market Access
Our clients can connect to the Moscow
Exchange directly, bypassing our
technological infrastructure. We control
the client positions and risk without
adding extra delay in order procession

Approximate set-up time: 2 months
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Trading technology solutions - Bloomberg terminal
•

Client submits Enablement requests directly via
Bloomberg: EMSX (for equities), TSOX (for bonds
trading), or FXRE (for FX)

•

Enablement and all configuration are performed on our
side within 3 Business Days

Simple workflow

•

Orders are placed via the same Bloomberg functions:
EMSX (for equities), TSOX (for bonds), or FXGO (for FX)

Control your position
in real time

•

Bond trades done through TSOX can feed the client’s
TOMS books to allow for inventory monitoring and position
keeping

•

Equity trades done through EMSX can feed PORT
portfolios

•

The above mentioned systems are free for all Bloomberg
users, i.e. no extra fee is charged for using EMSX, TSOX,
FXGO or PORT.

Easy set-up

No extra cost

Approximate set-up time: 1 week
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Trading technology solutions – TR Autex,
Bloomberg EMSX.net, Fidessa
For the Clients already connected to TR AUTEX, Bloomberg EMSX.NET or Fidessa networks, it is
especially easy to establish connection with Raiffeisenbank and save costs on implementing complex
integrations

Quick setup
Various and flexible connection
options
The best choice for the Clients
with existing connections to these
networks
No significant impact on the
existing integrations with backoffice systems

Approximate set-up time: 1 month
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Smooth onboarding
Agreements
KYC
Technological Integration

•
•
•

Client reviews and signs our Brokerage Agreement
We are ready to offer our custody services as well
KYC-processes are paralleled

•

We offer flexibility in negotiating agreement terms with
the goal to consider all Client requirements

•

Connectivity and technological integration is run in

parallel with all other processes
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Settlement & Custody
•

Clients can settle their trades in RUB, USD and EUR

•

Ability to access our FX liquidity via our eFX flows/platform

•

Direct cash transfers in and out the Moscow Exchange accounts of Brokerage
Clients

•

Securities safe-keeping and settlement via our Custody or Euroclear

•

Full range of custody and funds administration services

•

Account operator/trustee of the Clients custody account in the Russian CSD/other
custodians

•

End-of-day report files in different formats are generated and sent to clients
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Raiffeisen: the group globally
Austrian banking group with 150 years history and CEE presence of over 25 years
Ratings: Raiffeisen Bank International AG (Austrian head office) – S&P “BBB”, Moody’s “Baa2”; AO
Raiffeisenbank (Russia) – Fitch “BBB-”, Moody’s “Ba2”
Leading regional player covering 16 CEE/CIS markets via local banks
Reliable partner for approximately 15 Mio. customers (2.5 Mio. in Russia)
Listing on the Vienna Stock Exchange in 2005
Headquarters and Network
Banks
Branches, Representative
Offices and other Subsidiaries
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Contacts
Raiffeisen team is always available on all issues regarding onboarding, support in everyday activities,
connection and technology.

Brokerage/Onboarding/IT:
Anton Kenyaykin

+7 (495) 721 99 78

sales@raiffeisen.ru

Igor Garnov

+7 (495) 662 76 22

igor.garnov@raiffeisen.ru

Custody:
Evgenia Klimova

+7 (495) 221-98-58 custody@raiffeisen.ru
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Disclaimer
This material has been prepared by AO Raiffeisenbank , regulated by the Federal Authority for Financial Markets of the Russian Federation. All financial and nonfinancial information and statistical data relating to the AO Raiffeisenbank (whether or not identified as “pro forma”) are based on historical data of AO
Raiffeisenbank. Such information and data are presented for illustrative purposes only.
Certain statements contained herein may be statements of future expectations and other forward-looking statements about the AO Raiffeisenbank and its parent
company RBI and their affiliates, which are based on management's current views and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties that
could cause actual results, performance or events to differ materially from those expressed or implied in such statements. In addition to statements which are
forward-looking by reason of context, words such as "may", "will", "should", "expects", "plans", "contemplates", "intends", "anticipates", "believes", "estimates",
"predicts", "potential", or "continue" and similar expressions typically identify forward-looking statements.
By their nature, forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that
may or may not occur in the future. As such, no forward-looking statement can be guaranteed. Undue reliance should not be placed on these forward-looking
statements. Many factors could cause our results of operations, financial condition, liquidity, and the development of the industries in which we compete, to differ
materially from those expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements contained herein.
These factors include, without limitation, the following: (i) our ability to compete in the regions in which we operate; (ii) our ability to meet the needs of our
customers; (iii) our ability to complete acquisitions or other projects on schedule and to integrate our acquisitions; (iv) uncertainties associated with general
economic conditions particularly in CEE; (v) governmental factors, including the costs of compliance with regulations and the impact of regulatory changes; (vi) the
impact of currency exchange rate and interest rate fluctuations; and (vii) other risks, uncertainties and factors inherent in our business.
Subject to applicable securities law requirements, we disclaim any intention or obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements set forth herein,
whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
This document is for information purposes only and shall not be treated as giving investment advice and/or recommendation whatsoever. This presentation and
any information (written or oral) provided to you does not constitute an offer of securities, nor a solicitation for an offer of securities, nor a prospectus or
advertisement or a marketing or sales activity for such securities.
Figures shown in the presentation are based on figures contained in the interim report; however, figures used in the presentation have been rounded, which could
result in percentage changes differing slightly from those provided in the interim report.
We have exercised utmost diligence in the preparation of this presentation. However, rounding, transmission, printing, and typographical errors cannot be ruled
out. We are not responsible or liable for any omissions, errors or subsequent changes which have not been reflected herein and we accept no liability whatsoever
for any loss or damage howsoever arising from any use of this document or its content or otherwise arising in connection therewith.

Disclaimer © 2015 All rights reserved. AO Raiffeisenbank , regulated by the Federal Service for Financial Markets of the Russian Federation (Banking
license № 3292. Brokerage license №177-02900-100000 dated 27 November 2000. Dealer license №177-03010-010000 dated 27 November 2000.
Custodian license №177-03176-000100 dated 6 December 2000).
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